CVP IMPACK

Automate
your way
to more
ƓƖůȆƪƞ

¦ěĔƲčěʅůƖʅěŘŀšŀţðƪěʅǊůŀĔʅȆŘŘʅ
ǋŀƪĻʅðʅȆƪɮƪůɮƞŀǛěʅČůǐɋʅƖěƞƲŘƪŀţĴʅ
in a better unboxing experience
ðţĔʅðʅĴƖěðƪŘǑʅƖěĔƲčěĔʅƓěƖɮƲţŀƪʅ
cost.

Fit-to-size packaging
for the competitive
edge in your industry.

88% Average

PACKAGING LABOR
SAVINGS

Build the best box
around the contents.
Most businesses inventory numerous shipping box sizes.
Hopefully, the packer selects the smallest box for the contents,

50% Average

LESS SHIPPING VOLUME DUE
TO AN OPTIMIZED SIZED BOX

32% Average

FREIGHT REDUCTION

ČƲƪʅŀƪʅšðǑʅţůƪʅČěʅƪĻěʅƞšðŘŘěƞƪʅŀƪʅčůƲŘĔʅČěɐʅ»ĻðƪʅšěðţƞʅǊůŀĔʅȆŘŘʅ
material and airspace essentially add up to lost dollars. The CVP
Automated Packaging Solution optimizes all steps of package
ĳƲŘȆŘŘšěţƪʅČǑʅčƖěðƪŀţĴʅȆƪɮƪůɮƞŀǛěʅČůǐěƞʅĳůƖʅǊðƖŀðČŘěɮĔŀšěţƞŀůţʅ
ƞŀţĴŘěɮʅůƖʅšƲŘƪŀɮŀƪěšʅůƖĔěƖƞɐʅÛŀƪĻʅƪĻěʅÚ£ʅǑůƲʅčðţʅƞěěʅðʅƕƲŀčŕʅ

29% Average
LESS CORRUGATE
MATERIALS USED

return on investment and stay ahead of the competition.
Quadient is beyond the box, your business should be too.

38% Average

REDUCTION OF
MATERIAL COSTS

NINE
TO
ONE

AVERAGE LABOR COST
REDUCTION PER SHIFT

Our range of package sizes
available allows for even
ĴƖěðƪěƖʅƞĻŀƓƓŀţĴʅěȂčŀěţčŀěƞɐ

Smallest Size
9.45” W X 7.09” L X 3.94” H
Largest Size
23.622” W X 23.622” L X 15.75” H
And all sizes in between

The CVP Impack
Automated
Packaging Solution.
See how the CVP saves you
time and money.

Revolutionize your packaging process with automated technology.
One, two or three corrugate
feeders use fan-fold material
for quick replenishment, reduced
inventory and usage savings. We
are agnostic to a fan-fold supplier.

Reduce labor costs by an
average of 88% and ensure
ƞšůůƪĻʅǋůƖŕȇůǋƞʅěǊěţʅĔƲƖŀţĴʅ
peak production periods.

Increase productivity as
single- or multi-item orders
are scanned and custom
ČůǐěƞʅðƖěʅčůţȆĴƲƖěĔʅěǊěƖǑʅ
7 seconds.

Eco-friendly corrugate packaging
and box size for a smaller carbon
footprint.

ƖĔěƖʅǋěŀĴĻƪʅǊěƖŀȆčðƪŀůţ
optimizes rate shopping via an
in-line scale, assuring accurate
weight and measurements of
each parcel.

Easy open box taped on
2 sides allows for painless
returns or recycling,
improving the customer
experience.

Fit-to-size automated packaging technology
measures, constructs, tapes, weighs and labels
each parcel in one seamless process. It addresses
key shipping industry challenges—from exponential
increases in e-commerce orders to supply chain
labor shortages and rising shipping volumes.

What packaging challenges do
you want to solve?
Speed

Time is money. Automated packaging will increase throughput
ǋĻŀŘěʅƲƞŀţĴʅŘěƞƞʅčůƖƖƲĴðƪěĔʅðţĔʅǊůŀĔʅȆŘŘɐ

Peak Seasons

Every year customer demands get higher and companies are
pushed to the edge. Alleviate peak season packing challenges
with automated packaging.

Sustainability

While fast delivery times continue to be a focal point,
consumers also want to purchase from eco-friendly
companies. Automate your packaging to strengthen
your green initiatives.

Single or dual induct
stations to produce highvolume packing speeds.

Scanner captures 3D image of
each unique order regardless of
shape or texture to determine
the minimum box size required.

Reduce DIM weight-dependent
freight costs with the correct-sized
box for every order.

Carrier compliant labels
are created and applied to
ensure accurate delivery.

Customer focused service solutions
¥ƲðĔŀěţƪʅůȁěƖƞʅƖěšůƪěʅƞƲƓƓůƖƪɋʅůţɮƞŀƪěʅ
scheduled service calls, and a dedicated
OEM parts distribution center.

About Quadient
Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s most meaningful customer
experiences. By focusing on four key solution areas including Customer
Experience Management, Business Process Automation, Mail-related
Solutions, Automated Packaging Solutions and Parcel Locker Solutions,
Quadient helps simplify the connection between people and what matters.
Quadient supports hundreds of thousands of customers worldwide in their
quest to create relevant, personalised connections and achieve customer
experience excellence. Quadient is listed in compartment B of Euronext Paris
(QDT) and belongs to the SBF 120 index.
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